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Part 7 - Tuesday, March 30 – Takaoka and Fukui
Today we awoke to a blue sky but it was still cold. After our buffet breakfast we checked out, but instead of traveling directly
to Takaoka, we left our bags with the desk clerk. Our original plan was to travel to our next city as early as possible, as we
had planned to split the day between Takaoka and Fukui before heading to Osaka to meet our wives. But with the sun
shining brightly we decided to shoot some more film and video in Toyama before taking off. We didn’t ride again, but
obtained some good equipment views of both systems near the station.
Takaoka. We finally left Toyama on the 9:52 JR MU train. It took us the 12 miles to Takaoka and arrived on time at 10:10.
We found lockers for our luggage in the station forecourt opposite the streetcar terminal. Our first view in this city of 170,000
was of a bright red 100-percent low-floor articulated car leaving its single-track terminal. It was a Niigata unit, the same
variety as we had ridden and photographed in Toyama. The line, which runs on a 15-minute headway, operates north and
then eastward in pavement through the town’s business district on single track with a couple of passing sidings. Once
beyond the built-up area the street widens a bit and the line goes to double track until it reaches the carhouse. At that point,
a little less than halfway along its 8-mile route, it turns eastward and becomes single track again, but mostly on cross-country
private right-of-way alignment. One of the notable features of the infrastructure is a modern trestle across the Sho River,
parallel to a road bridge. The line continues from there to a stub-end double-track terminal just short of a ferry slip in the
peninsula village of Koshinokata, best described as the middle of nowhere. Running time from one end to the other is just
under 45 minutes.
The line once continued all the way to Toyama, joining that city’s route 2 en route to the railway station. But a new harbor
was developed from the Bojozu Lagoon, which spreads out from a narrow inlet leading from the Sea of Japan. This entailed
widening the inlet into a man-made canal, cutting the line when its short bridge was removed in 1965. Thus the tramway
now connects with a ferry that crosses the canal. The section on the other side to Toyama lasted until around 1980.
We observed that seven cars are needed to provide the service, with the five new low-floor units being supplemented by two
traditional vehicles, each fully painted with an advertising message. They are numbered in the 7000 series, just like the
similar Nippon-Sharyo units built in the 1960s for Toyama. The Niigata articulateds though, which date from 2004, are
pristine, not disfigured in any way. Because the line runs beyond the city limits variable fares are charged, and while riding
we were able to study the zone fare collection system that we found out later was typical of Japan (described in an earlier
chapter).
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We enjoyed riding the line, which can be best described as a suburban/rural trolley operation. We stopped for photos along
the way, specifically at the trestle, the carhouse and along the double-track section. We then returned to the city center for a
few more photos, retrieved our luggage and left Takaoka on the 13:18 limited express MU train to Fukui, a further 75 miles
down the line.
Fukui. Arriving on time at 14:33, we again stowed our luggage and began covering the area’s streetcar system. A map
indicated the line runs from a connection with an interurban at the north end of town southward through the city center and
then past a large number of suburbs en route to another connection with the same interurban, at Echizen-Takefu. It also
showed an eastward spur to the railroad station, near the northern end of the line. Thus with both the spur (only 1 station
long) and the north end of the line (3 stations) being rather short, the system’s operation could be described as a single line
that in effect wyes between its north and east ends. From observing the operation we believe inbound cars alternate
between each of the legs, then reverse to serve the other stub before heading back to the southern (outer) terminal.
The line is double track in pavement within the city and on prw as far as the carhouse on its outskirts. The connection for the
station spur is rather odd, in that it runs only from the north. This means that each car that runs “directly” between Echizen
and the railway station has to take a crossover and change ends at the first downtown stop. Once beyond the carhouse the
lines continues as single track (with passing sidings) to its 3-track outer terminal. The cars run at good speeds along the
prw.
It appears the line may have been built as a rural interurban, with the city later building up around it (Fukui now has a
population of about 270,000). The system had some branches, but they are all are now gone. The long suburban
operation’s infrastructure is a bit heavier than the line we rode earlier in the day in Takaoka, but still quite interesting. The
13.5-mile route contains a number of switches, and each is protected by a shed, no doubt to mitigate the effect of snowfall
on operations. At each of its three terminals it connects with the Echizen (formerly Keifuku) Electric Railway, which is a
typical Japanese interurban, entirely on prw with high-level platforms. But reports indicate the lines may eventually be
combined into a modern light rail system (both utilize 600-volt catenary but the interurban has a wider loading gauge).
There is a plethora of types of rolling stock in operation, some looking like traditional interurban cars and others like
streetcars. We saw modern-looking cars of two types, articulated units in the 880-series about 30 years old, and 4-axle lowfloor cars built in 2000. Both were originally built by Nippon Sharyo for Gifu and were acquired by Fukui when made surplus
by the abandonment of the Gifu system in 2005. The low-floor cars are unusual in that they have a slanted floor leading up
to the trucks and then down again to the other doors.
We enjoyed our visit to Fukui, but felt rushed, and wished we could have allocated more time to cover the tramway as well
as the interurban, which we didn’t ride at all. The same could be said about Toyama, where we observed the interurban, but
did not have sufficient time to ride or photograph it. Nevertheless what we saw was very interesting, and perfectly suited for
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our interests. There is no fast direct access to this area from Tokyo because a mountain range (called the Japanese Alps) is
in the way. Thus we circled counter-clockwise around the east side of the ridge to get to Toyama and traveled onward to
Osaka via the west side. But it is possible to work one’s way through the mountains over an interesting course that includes
rail, bus, cable car and even trolleybus. It said that this combination, called the Tateyama-Kurobe Alpine Route, provides
some of Japan’s finest scenery. Thus I wouldn’t be surprised if these cities and the mountains will be on the itinerary of a
future trip.
We rode the 120 miles from Fukui to Shin-Osaka on the 16:46 express, arriving on time at 18:32. After crossing the street
we found the ladies waiting at our hotel, the Shin’osaka, at the designated hour. They had already checked in and were well
ensconced in our rooms. After freshening up we rode an MU train one stop to the main Osaka station and ate dinner in an
Italian restaurant in a court atop a Hanshin Railway skyscraper. On discussing our exploits we found out that the ladies had
also made out very well during the preceding two days, sightseeing in both Tokyo and Osaka, and having no trouble riding
the Shinkansen and finding the hotel.
Photos – Stopovers were taken at Takaoka and Fukui en route from Toyama to Osaka.
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14: Takaoka’s low-floor cars are virtually identical to Toyama’s, but are painted bright red. A view of the single-track
terminal at Koshinokata on the outer end of the line highlights the newest in economical bumper-block technology.
16: One of Takaoka’s 7 Niigata-built LRVs crossing the Sho River toward the outer end of the line.
24: One of the 100-percent low-floor cars built in 2004 pauses at the stop serving the Takaoka system’s carhouse.
The street running section of the line ends here, with the cars veering to the right from double track onto single-track
cross-country prw.
25: Not all of Takaoka’s cars are modern low-floor units. Here is one of the 7000-series in advertising garb on the prw
just beyond the carhouse. These cars were built by Nippon Sharyo in 1967. Just think this was over a decade AFTER
production of streamlined PCC cars ended in the U. S.
23: A traditional streetcar from the 1960s at the carhouse is outfitted for snowplow duties.
19: It’s the real thing! One of the 7000-series cars in Coca Cola livery pauses along a section of single track in the
street. In order to warn automobile drivers to watch out for pedestrians entering the street to board or alight, the
pavement at carstops is painted in a royal blue color, matching the garb of three students on the sidewalk.
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Fukui
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28: Right before we left Takaoka we photographed this 7000-series car turning from its terminal at the railway station
onto one of the city’s main shopping streets.
31: The first streetcar we saw in Fukui was also in a Coca Cola advertising livery--a perfect segue for our travels. This
880-series articulated car, built for Gifu by Nippon Sharyo in 1980, is shown turning from the railroad station onto the
mainline tracks, which are also located in the street.
34: Nippon Sharyo also supplied the 800-series low-floor cars to Gifu. These unusual units, with floors slanting
upward in each direction from the center doors, were built in 2000. This inbound unit has just reversed directions in
the center of downtown, and is now heading for the railway station. Both the 800s (3 cars) and 880s (5 cars) were
purchased by Fukui after the Gifu system was abandoned in 2005.
35: A typical station on the suburban portion of the streetcar line with a 550-seires motor. The platforms on the prw
offer level loading.
36: The older cars on the Fukui LRT line have the look of traditional interurban cars with traps. Note the “shed” still
protecting a switch for a long-gone turnout from wintry weather. These structures are at all mainline interlockings.
03: The Echizen-Takefu terminal. Contrast the streetcar with the interurban. Both are used interchangeably on the
line.
02: The high-platform Echizen Electric Railway interurban line runs alongside the LRT route at the latter’s EchizenTakefu terminal.
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